Princess Claire Dignified in Spite of the Polemic
Article in Belgian weekly Royals

It is with her head held high that Princess Claire arrived at the U.S. Ambassador’s
residence to attend a fashion show. A few hours earlier, her husband, Prince
Laurent, had been reprimanded by caretaker Prime Minister Yves Leterme about
his trip to Angola and Congo. But this polemic visibly did not affect the Princess,,
who even joked about Laurent with U.S. Ambassador Howard Gutman and his
spouse Dr. Michelle Loewinger.
‘Welcome in my house transformed in a fashion palace and full of beautiful
models,’ the U.S. Ambassador told his prestigious guest. Claire immediately
remarked: ‘my husband is missing something!’ Claire was met by the charming
Princess Lea, widow of late Prince Alexander [who had arrived earlier.]. The
organizer of this fashion show was the wife of the Ambassador, Dr. Michelle
Loewinger, who is fond of fashion. Every two or three months, she intends to turn
the Ambassador’s Residence into a meeting place for Belgian and American
fashion in the framework of her program entitled ‘Diplomacy through fashion.’
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At this first show, U.S. fashion designer Michelle Smith, better known under the
name ‘Milly,’ and Anna Heylen, who is among the leaders in the Belgian fashion
world, were the guest designers.
The enthusiastic reactions that followed the event made Michelle Loewinger very
happy. ‘By goal is to make Belgian and American designers known in both
countries,’ Dr. Loewinger said. ‘I have liked Milly’s creations for many years, she
is extremely popular in the U.S. Her creations are also sold in Belgium but no one
knows her when I mention her name. It is also the case of designer Anna Heylen.
She is very talented and has been among the best designers for a long time, but she
simply needs to become known on the U.S. market,’ she added.
And indeed, Americans who were present at the show were fascinated by Anna
Heylen’s avant-garde creations, characterized by vaporous cloth. As for the
Belgians, they did not conceal their surprise at the colorful style of the Seventies of
Milly. It now remains to be seen whether ladies of the Brussels jet-set will
exchange their Belgian clothes for American ones.
In any case, Princess Lea is not about to make that move. ‘I love Belgian fashion.
And we need to be somewhat chauvinistic, don’t we?’ Princess Lea noted. She also
told us that she creates some of her clothes herself. ‘It is not always easy to find
elegant clothes when one no longer has a size 36,’ she said. ‘Besides, I do not have
much time to do shopping, so I often design what comes to my mind and I let my
couturier make it,’ she added. Princess Lea is also among the fans of the vintage
fashion. What would she pick in the wardrobe of late Princess Lilian, one of the
most elegant Princesses ever? ‘I would say a short Dior jacket which I very often
wear. It is of an incredible quality. But I usually wear cloaks and shawls because
Princess Lilian was much thinner. But fortunately my mother-in-law and myself
have the same size for shoes, i.e. 39, just like my daughter Laetitia. She also often
looks at Princess Lilian’s wonderful shoes. Indeed, class remain timeless,’ Princess
Lea pointed out.
Princess Lea was forced to interrupt this conversation in order to bid farewell to
Princess Claire, who was unable to stay longer at the reception organized after the
fashion shows. The wife of Prince Laurent came by herself to the evening and
returned in her Mercedes Vito van. Once at home, she had perhaps to discuss with
her husband about his difficult day. But one thing is sure: Princess Claire fully
supports her husband, and she has already proven so in the past. And it is not
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Prince Laurent who will complain about the solace that his wife gives him in this
difficult period.

Caption under two photos:
Princess Claire talking with Ambassador Howard Gutman and his spouse.
‘Welcome in my house turned into a fashion palace full of wonderful models,’ the
Ambassador said.

Anna Heylen’s Belgian know how
Anna Heylen remains rather unknown of the general public but she has been
considered one of the most talented Belgian designers for many years. Most of her
creations are hand-made, which explains why not everybody can afford them. Each
piece is created in a limited number. Ordering a special unique creation, like a
wedding or evening dress, is possible.
Princess Mathilde has recently become a customer of Anna Heylen. The Princess
and the designer met during a roundtable at the Fashion Museum. Anne Heylen
does not really consider herself a Royalist but she will not forget this encounter
and what followed. ‘Princess Mathilde is a smart lady who made the fashion world
more dynamic. She certainly contributed to maintaining the Belgian know-how
within our country and we must be grateful to her for that,’ Anna Heylen said.
In the past, Princess Claire also pledged to promote unknown Belgian designers.
Each year at the Belgian Independence Day festivities, she wears a creation from a
different Belgian designer. The objective is to one day organize an exhibit with all
these creations. Will Claire this year wear an Anna Heylen creation? Anna Heylen
does not know. ‘We have not been contacted yet but we would of course be
honored,’ she said. But as a result of Prince Laurent’s controversial trip to Congo,
against the recommendation of the Palace and of the Government, it is not sure that
Laurent and his wife will still be invited to attend the Independence Day festivities.

